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Matraet-For Bperiodicelastic compositewhich consists of a matrixand fiberswith fiaitedimensions(i.e. a
three-dimensionalproblem),here are given estimatesfor eigenfrequenciesand c~enfunctions. Calculations
are based on a new quotient which has been proposed by Nemat-Nasser.The periodic characterof the
eigenfrequencltsis pointed out, and illustrativeexamples are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

A mixed variational method (i.e. a modified Reissner’s variational principle) has been proposed
by one of the authors for the analysis of harmonic waves propagating in one-, two- and
~~ension~
elastic composites which consist of identical unit cells that are repeatedly
extended in aR ~~tionsr~-3].
The co~sp~~
eigenfrequencies and their tower and upper
bounds have been czdcuh&ed in [4,5] for a number of illustrative cases.
Since the equations that appear in these analyses have a form analogous to that of the
S&r&linger equation, with coefficients having periodicity similar to that which occurs in the case
of lattice dynamics, it is natural to examine the composite problem by the approach used in the
analysis of the lattice dynamics; for discussions pertaining to lattice dynamics, see, for example,
1%?I*0
In this paper the problem of harmonic waves in a three-dimmianai elastic composite will be
examined from this standpoint, and explicit numerical results for a three-dimensional composite
will be given. The eigenfrequencies are periodic functions of the wave vector, where one period
is contained in each “reciprocal cell.” As will be seen, it proves more convenient to employ the
so-&ed “elementary zone,” instead of the recirpocal cell, in order to depict the frequencies_
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider three-dimensional composites which consist of, say, hexahedron unit cells
defined by means of three base vectors P, /3 = 1,2,3, where each cell is composed of two elastic
constituents, the matrix and the fibers. The position vector of a point in the cell is given by

where 0 5 6, ZG1, and the summation convention on repeated indices is used. The “reciprocal”
base vectors are then defined by

where A = P * 4’ x P. Three vectors d’, d2 and dS also define a cell which we call the “‘reciprocal
cell.” Figure 1 shows a cell and its reciprocal cell.
For harmonic waves of frequency o, the equations of motion are

where A = u*; CT#e*‘” and ui e*lor are the stress and displacement fields; i = +
?Tkiswork~8ss~@u’ted
by the U.S. ArmyResearchORiceunderGrantsDA~C~7~~#~~and
$0~ teave from the lkmkitsusftia
Univ~sity, Chofu, Tokyo, Japan.
#Reference to works orewaves in elastic ~rn~~t~ can be found, for example, in [&9].
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Fig. 1. A unit cell and its reciprocai.

and a comma followed by an index denotes partial derivative with respect to the corresponding
coordinate. The mass-density p and the elasticity tensor C+, are continuous and, say,
continuously differentiable functions of x in the subregions occupied by the matrix and by the
fibers, but, in general, admit finite discontinuities at the boundaries between these two
constituents. Let these interior boundaries be denoted by Z. Then one must impose the following
continuity condition for the tractions:
[Ojk(x+) - qktx-)lnk

= 0,

x on 8,

(2.4)

where nr is the unit normal on 8, pointing from one subregion, say, subregion 1, to the adjacent
one, say, subregion 2, (T&X+)is the li~ti~ value of the stress as a point on X is approached along
the normal from within subregion 1, and am(x-) is the limit when this point is appraoched from
within subregion 2.
Let q denote the wave vector. Then the boundary conditions for harmonic waves become
uj(x +

P) = u#(x) erpce

tt(x+P)=

-ti(x)eJp.@,

for x on &B,

(2.5)

where 8% denotes the boundary of the unit cell, and t, = o$tk is the traction vector, where nk is
the exterior unit normal on 3%.
It can be verified that the solutions of eqns (2.3) that satisfy (2.5) make the functional

stationary, where &,,,. is the elastic compliance tensor, and

g being a real-valued weighting function, star denoting the complex conjugate, and the
integration extends over the entire cell. Functional (2.6) has been called the new quotient, see
[l-5].
3. PERfODIC

STRUCTURE

OF SOLUTION

For approximation, consider the test functions

where f oer are the coordinate functions.? Substitute from (3.1) into (2.6), and set equal to zero the
derivatives of A,.,with respect to the unknown coefficients Up” and Sp in order to obtain a set
of linear equations from which estimates for the eigenvalues AN and eigenfunctions ils,and &k
can be obtained.
When the coordinate functions are of the form
tThese functions satisfy (2.5).

Harmonic

p<q,

waves in t~~-~rnens~n~

r) = exp [i{q ’ r + 2a(Cr& + B& + y&)}l,
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a, B, y = 0, *I,+% . **9+JW,
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(3.2)

one observes by setting
q’ = q + h,d’ + h&+ hsd3,

(3.3)

(for integer-valued h,, hz, and h,) and substituting into (3.2), that
fOleT(q’,r) = exp [i{q * r + 2rl(a + 05

+ (B + MZ:! + (Y + M&l~l

(3.4)

which shows that the coordinate functions corresponding to the wave vector q’ are the same as
those for q, except for the indices a, f3, and y which are changed to a + hr, 8 + h2, and y + h3,
respectively.
When M’ is sufficiently large and hl, hz, and h, are suitably small integers, the sets of
coordinate functions (3.2) and (3.4) are essentially equivalent, i.e. they lead to essentially the
same estimates for the lower eigenvalues. At the limit when M’ +q the two sets of coordinate
functions become equivalent and therefore the estimated eigenvalues coincide. In this case, for q
and q’, the eigenvalues are equal, This means that the eigenvalues are periodic functions of q,
with one period being contained in one reciprocal cel1.t In approximate calculations, however,
M’ cannot be too large, and therefore the estimated eigenvalues are not periodic in regions far
from the origin in the q-space; in any case, h,, h2, and h3 must not exceed M’.
Since the eigenfrequencies are periodic functions of the wave vector, and since one reciprocal
cell contains one period of all frequencies, one needs only to estimate the frequencies as
functions of the wave vector in one reciprocal cell. However, in order to include all possible wave
vectors (i.e. q and -q, for example), one considers the so-called elemenlary zone. For the
two-dimensional case, this is shown in Fig. 2. Here the elementary zone is obtained by drawing
perpendicular bisectors of lines joining the origin to each of the other vertices of the reciprocal
cell. All information for harmonic waves propagating through the fiber-reinforced composite with
the given reciprocal cell can now be stated in terms of the eige~r~uencies on this ~lygon~
zone, where an eigenfrequency v as a function of q, is depicted as a surface over the elementary
zone, i.e. one surface for each eigenfrequency. This is similar to the Fermi surface in, say, metals
and superconductors.
For three-dimensional case, the elementary zone is a volume with the origin of the reciprocal
cell at its center. The boundary of the zone is defined by planes which bisect the vectors drawn
from the origin to each vertex of the reciprocal cell. A set of such surfaces is given for each
intersection of the elementary zone by a plane that passes through the origin. If one intersects
these surfaces by a plane perpendicular to this intersection and passing through the origin, then
one obtains branches similar to those shown in Fig. 3(a).
The number of branches that are estimated depends on the value of M’, i.e. on the number of
coordinate functions used in the approx~ate analysis; for the exact solutions, there are ~tely
many branches. For a given M’, there are 3(2M’ + 1)3 branches for a tree-d~ensional
composite. The three lowest branches are called the acoustical branches, while the higher ones

Fig. 2. A reciprocaicell andthe correspondingelementaryzone.
tNote thatthe same coordinatefunctionscan be used in the usualRayleighquotientwhich is expressedin termsof IQ,and
hence the presentargumentdoes not dependon whetherthe new quotientor the usual Rayleigh quotientis being used; see
VI.
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Fii. 3.

(a)Acoustical and optical branches.(b) Loci of constant Yon an elementary zone.

are called the optical branches. In the two-dimensional case, with M’ fixed, one estimates only
2(2M’ + 1)’ branches, the lowest two being acoustical, and the others optical. Finally, when one
deals with a one-dimensional case, there is only one acoustical branch.
It is common to represent the loci of points of constant v on the elementary zone, as in Fii.
3b. For a homogeneous material, v becomes a linear function of q, and the curves in Fig. 3a
reduce to straight lines.
4. NUMERICAL

EXAMPLES

For illustration consider a composite whose unit cell is a rectangular p~e~epi~
with
vectors P parallel to the coordinate axes. Let the cell consist of two material constituents, the
matrix, and the fiber which is in the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped or an ellipsoid. The fiber
is centered with respect to the cell in such a manner that, when it is a rectangular parallelepiped,
then its faces are parallel to those of the cell, and when it is an ellipsoid, then its three axes are
each placed parahel to the corresponding sides of the cell (see Fig. 4).
If one substitutes from (3.1) and (3.2) into (2.6), and then renders ANstationary with respect to
the variation of the unknown coefficients in (3.1), one obtains
[H@-Vi*-$+=O,

Fig. 4. A cell with a rectangular parallelepiped fiber.

(4.1)
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where matrices H, @ and Cl are defined as follows:

Hz

X1’ se*‘%
0 ‘0 ‘0
--,o ’ x, l-0 -‘-gf;‘-$f;‘-(J

-

_‘_o_‘_x_’

[‘0.

8

(4.2)

’

_‘_-&_..

,’

21

31

where %‘,, %‘*and J%‘~
are (2M’ + 1)3x (2M’ + 1)’ matrices defined in the following manner: For
a = S, /3 = p and y = 7, and with Qj = qjaj (no sum),
X91(11,
.ZI)= -i(Q, + 2~a), %(Z,, .Z,)= -i(QS + 2?rZ3)no,
X3 = -i(@ + 27ry)m0.
For a#&

(4.3)

/3#p, or y#~,
X,(Zl, J,) = %(Z,, Jl) = 2r3UI,JI) = 09

where Z, = = (a + 1+ M’) + (fi + M’)(2M’ + 1) + (y + M’)(2M’ + 1)2, and
+ (/A+ M’)(2M’ + 1)+ (T + M’)(2M’ + l)‘, S, ~1,T = 0, f 1, +2, ...,+ M'.

(4.4)
ZI = (8 + 1+ M’)

(4.5)

(4.6)

@=

where 52 and bc are (2M’ + 1)3x (2M’ + 1)3 matrices defined in the following manner:
(a) for composites with rectangular fibers,
8 - 1 sin [a(8 - a)] sin [T(P - /3)1sin [T(T - ~11

?xLJJ=ff 1

2

a(S

_a)

47 - Y)

dcL -B)

ifS#a,~fBandr#y;
_

8-l
sin[a(S-a)sin[&-/3)]e
A1+ A28 ~(6 - a)
r(cc-B)

*
ifS#a,wf/3andr=

_

8--l

A,+ ii,e

y;

sin[?r(p-B)1sin[~(7-y)ln2
Q(/.h- /3)
47 -y)
ifS=a,p#Z3andr#y;

_

e-l
sin[r(6-a)]sin[a(Zk-/3)lmz
A, tii2e s(S-a)
dll
-B)

_

e-l
sin[Ir(S-a)]m
A, + fize r(6-a)

ifSfa,p=j?andr#y;
e
”

ifS#a,p=BandT=y;

e
=- e-1 sin[+-B)ln
ti,the +-fi)
* *
_ 8 - 1 sin Id7 - r)l nzm2
A,the
d7-Y)

ifS=a,1*_#~3and~=y;

= 1

ifS=a,p=Bandr=y;

(b) for composites with ellipsoidal fibers,

if6=a,p=Z3andr#y;
(4.7)
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J1) = 1

ifa=6,/3=p

and y=T;

8 - 1 n*m*eJ,,*(R)
ii, + A#
R 3/z

otherwise,

(4.8)

where
R = ~r{n~*(S- a)‘+ mzz(p - /3)‘+ &‘(7 - y)*}“*.

(4.9)

For I1 # J,, Ailk8is obtained if one substitutes (Y,,~~- l)Rirkc/(til+ fi2~& for (6 - l)/(& + iM)
in the expression for Q(I,, 3,) and, for 1, = J,, one has

In the above expressions, the following notation is used:t

RJkth

_

D;%n
D”’

Y

,111

d = I/((? ,,,,8,,,,),

&I,

= D:::,A, +D::i&

(4.10)

where j, k, e, m = 1, 2, 3 and br, b2 and b, are the lengths of the sides of the fiber when it is a
rectangular parallelepiped, and the diameters when it is an ellipsoid, which are placed parallel to
the xl-, x2- and x3-axes, respectively.
In Fig. 5(a) the eigenfrequencies are plotted for q2 = q3 = 0, as functions of the wave number
q1 for a three-dimensional composite reinforced by infinite fibers of the square-shaped cross
section. The lowest three branches are the acoustical branches which correspond to the shear
vertical (SV), shear horizontal (SH), and longitudinal (P) waves. In Fig. S(b), a map of the lowest
eigenfrequency (SV) is potted on an elementary zone, using lines of equal Yfor the case of q, = 0.
Figure 6 shows the eigenfrequencies vs wave number curves for a three-dimensional composite
with rectangular fibers and Fig. 7 with ellipsoidal fibers.

5. THE STESS RAYLEIGH

QUOTIENT

The stress Rayleigh quotient
(Rqk.t,

aic.6)

iR=(DJknt#jk,anm)’

R

= l/p,

(5.1)

gives non-zero estimates for the eigenvalues, provided that the test functions CT&are (at least
approximately) compatible in the sense that they correspond (approximately) to a suitable
displacement field. In [5] it was incorrectly stated without proof that if one uses in (5.1) the test
function

(5.2)
where &‘s are unknown coefficients, and r?)Jk are stress fields obtained by the aid of the new
quotient (2.6) in the manner discussed in the preceding sections, then minimization with respect
to & ‘s yields upper bounds for the exact eigenfrequencies. It is not difficult to show, by
~b,b,b,
tFor ellipsoidal fibers, AI must be replaced by 6~
123
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Fii. 5. kl Acoustical and optical bmaches for waves propagating perpendicular to #hers (squarefibers):
e=3,y=

{b) Equal u curves for
loo, JJM= 0.35, VF= 0.3. M’ = 1, Al,,= 213, rno = 1. n2 = 0.5, rn2= l/3, & = 1.
the lowest eigenfrequency: q3= 0.
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Fig. 6. Acoustical and optical branchesfor waves propagatingin a composite with rectangularinclusions
(q2= q3= 0):13= 3, y = 50, vM= 0.35, vp = 0.3, n, = 1, m. = 1, n, = 0.8, m2 = 0.9, e2= 0.7, M’ = 1.

counterexample, that this claim is not, in general, valid. However, (5.1) can be quite useful if the
mass-density is smooth or has a relatively small discontinuity, which is often the case in practice.
In such a situation one can use the stress fields Cg’, obtained from the new quotient, as the
coordinate functions in (X2), and then minimize (5.1). Since c?)
R are approximately compatible
field, this will not result in zero eigenvalues; if test functions (3.1h are used directfy in (5.1), and
then iR is minimized, one obtains zero values for the first 44’ eigenvalues. Moreover, n? in (5.2)
can be chosen smaller than M = 2M’ + 1 without substantially altering the accuracy of the
results. For example, when M’ = 1, one obtains from the new quotient (3(2M’ + 1)3= 81
eigenfunctions 6%‘. To improve the estimated, say, first 10 eigenvalues, one only needs to use
A? L 10 in (5.2). These first 10 stress fields are approximately compatible, since they all satisfy the
following condition:
(D,tiG$)-

a:.;:‘,, f”@‘)= 0, a, /3, y = 1,2,. ..,M,

Table I. The lowest four eigenfrequenciesby the
method of the new quotient, and the improved
eigenfrequenciesfor a wave guide: B = 3, y = 50,
vM= 0.35, Q = 1; vP = 0.3, n0 = m. = 1.0, ri, = 0.8;
M’=l,ti=9
Eigenvaluesby
new quotient

Improved
eigenvahres

Exact
solution

0.205
0.472
0.810
1.833

0.214
0.494
0.852
2.021

0.248
0.912
-

(5.3)
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7. Acoustical and optical bmaches for waves propagating in a composite with ellipsoidal inclusions
(q2=q3=0):B=3,y=50,~nr=0.35,~~=0.3,n.=1,mo=l,n~=0.9,m~=1,~~=0.6,M’=l.

which are obtained by rendering AN stationary; also, as has been proved in [5], 5:’ are
orthogonal with respect to the weighting tensor I&,,,“.This procedure is illustrated in Table 1 for
A? = 9. Note that the improved eigenfrequencies do not represent upper bounds.
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